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ABSTRACT

During several developmental processes, expansins contribute to cell enlargement by promoting cell
wall  loosening.  To explore the biological  roles of  expansins during drought stress  response and to
characterize different expansins in tea, we performed a detailed analysis of the expansin gene family
covering phylogeny, gene structure, profiling of gene expression and co-expression network analysis.
We identified a total of 40 expansin genes in the tea genome belonging to 3 subfamilies, out of which
29 tea expansins belong to EXPA, 9 to EXLA and 2 to EXPB subfamilies. A minimum of 3 and a maximum
of 13 exons are present in the gene structure of expansins. Presence of drought stress responsive cis-
acting elements in the upstream of promoter regions of 40% of the identified expansins shows that the
putative expansins may have been involved in tea plant’s response to drought stress. At least 15 out of
the 40 expansin genes are found to be differentially expressed in response to drought in each of the
drought stress related public datasets analysed  in-silico.  TEA022767 belonging to EXPA subfamily is
seen  to  be upregulated  during  drought  stress,  as  revealed  from the analysis  of  all  three  publicly
available bio-projects. Co-expression network analysis shows that TEA022767 and TEA032954 form a
connecting link between two expression correlation groups that further signifies their role in drought
stress response in tea.  This study helps to interpret and to understand the biological roles of diverse
expansin genes in tea plants under drought stress conditions.

Introduction

Expansins  are  cell  wall-loosening  proteins  lacking
hydrolytic  activity.  These  proteins regulate  and
uphold  the  shape  by  loosening/disrupting  H-bonds
of cellulose microfibrils  in the extracellular matrix
in  a  non-enzymatic  pH  dependent  manner.  This
leads to remodelling and loosening of cell wall and
cell extension (1, 2). Expansins play diverse roles in
various  biological  processes  associated  with
modification of cell-wall,  root hair growth and root
development (3, 4), mycorrhizal interaction and root
nodule  formation  (5,  6),  abscission  (7),  leaf
initiation,  growth  and  development  (8,  9),  flower
development  and  abscission  (10),  stem  and  pollen
tube  elongation  (11,  12),  fiber  development  (13),
fruit maturing, development and dehiscence (14-16),
fruit inflexibility and softening (17), seed yield and

germination  (18)  and  several  biotic  and  abiotic
stress responses. The first expansins were found in
cucumber  (Cucumis  sativus  L.)  (19).  Since  then,
plant  expansins  have  been studied  in hundreds  of
different plants.  A large superfamily of expansin in
plants  encompassing  four  subfamilies  has  been
discovered by genome-wide investigation (20). They
are  defined  as  expansin  A  (EXPA),  expansin  B
(EXPB), expansin-like A (EXLA) and expansin-like B
(EXLB). The two major subfamilies EXPA and EXPB
have  been experimentally  proved  to  exhibit  cell-
wall loosening properties. Very less is known about
the exact  functions  of  EXLA and EXLB subfamilies
(20,  21).  Expansins  in  plants  are  typically  250–275
amino acids long and contain two domains (1 and 2)
followed by a signal  peptide  of about 20–30 amino
acid residues (22). Double psi beta-barrel or DPBB is
the  domain  homologous  to  glycoside  hydrolase
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family  45  (GH45).  It  comprises  a  conserved  HFD
motif and several conserved cysteine residues. The
2nd domain  is  distantly  related  to  G2As  or  grass
group-2 pollen allergens (22, 23).

A  diverse  set  of  functions  are  dependent  on
plant  cell  wall.  It  acts  as  the  first  line  of  defense
during  pathogen  attack  and  provides  a  structural
framework  to  maintain  plant  growth  and
development. The cell wall must retain the capacity
to respond to both biotic and abiotic stimuli. Genes
encoding enzymes that produce the plant cell wall
show distinct  expression patterns  when subjected
to various stresses. This signifies that they may be
responsible for facilitating stress tolerance through
modifications in cell wall composition (22). 

Tea  (Camellia  sinensis  L.)  is  an  important
evergreen  woody  plant  belonging  to  the  family
Theaceae. Tea made from the leaves of the plant is
one of the popular non-alcoholic  beverages of the
world  with  its  important  economic,  health  and
cultural  values.  It  comprises  of  several  important
secondary  metabolites  such  as  caffeine,
polyphenols,  vitamins  and  minerals  beneficial  to
human  health.  Tea  plant  gets  affected  by  several
abiotic  stresses  like  temperature  (both  low  and
high)  and light  (low light  and UV),  that  affect  the
crop productivity.

Drought  is  a  major  limiting  factor  that
significantly  influences  crop  growth  and  yield.  A
14-33% loss of tea productivity  and a 6-19% plant
mortality as a result of drought stress was reported
in  earlier  study (24).  A  positive  correlation  exists
between expression of expansin genes and drought
tolerance  in  crops.  A  recent  study  showed  that
overexpression  of  TaEXPA2  in  wheat  helped  the
plants  to  cope up with  drought  stress  by  induced
lateral  root  formation  as  well  as  by  increased
antioxidant  activity  (25).  In  another  study,
transgenic  tobacco  overexpressing  TaEXPA2
improved drought tolerance in the plants (18). In a
similar  way,  ectopical  expression  of  RhEXPA4  in
transgenic  Arabidopsis increased  survival  rate  of
the  plants  under  drought  stress  (26). Although
expansins have been characterized in many plant
species,  such  as Arabidopsis  (27),  rice  (27),  maize
(28), wheat (29), soybean (30), tobacco (31), tomato
(32),  apple  (33)  and  grape  (34),  the  features  and
functions  of  expansin  gene  family  in  tea  are
unexplored.  Considering  the  importance  of
expansins in mediating drought tolerance in crops,
a  genome  wide  survey  of  tea  expansins  was
conducted  and  expression  profiling  of  expansin
genes  during  drought  stress  in  tea  using  publicly
available  data  was  carried  out.  Our  findings  will
help  in  elucidating  important  information  about
the  role  of  expansins  in  drought  tolerance  in  tea
plants.

Materials and Methods

Genome-wide  identification,  classification  and
characterization of expansin genes in tea

In  order  to  construct  a  local  protein  database,  the
peptide sequences of tea were downloaded from the

publicly  available  database  TPIA  (Tea  Plant
Information Archive). Expansin protein sequences of
Arabidopsis thaliana  (L.) Heynh. and  Oryza sativa L.
were  downloaded  from  their  respective  databases
viz.  TAIR  and  Oryzabase.  We  used  the  expansin
protein  sequences  of  both as  query  sequences  to
perform  BLASTX  with  an  e-value  cutoff  of  1e-10

against the locally constructed tea protein database.
The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) profiles of DPBB
domain  (PF03330)  and  pollen  allergen  domain
(PF01357)  from  the  Pfam  database
(http://pfam.xfam.org/) was also used to identify the
expansin genes in tea genome  through the HMMER
3.0 program. All the putative tea EXP protein sequences
were further confirmed for conserved domains in  the
NCBI  Conserved  Domain  Database  (CDD)
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi).
To  categorise  the  putative  expansins  into  the  four
subfamilies,  the  annotated  Arabidopsis expansin
proteins were used to construct a phylogenetic  tree
with  tea  expansins.  We  used  the  Protparam  tool
(http://web.expasy.org/protparam/) to  analyse
parameters like  molecular weight, number of amino
acids,  isoelectric  points  (pI)  etc.  (35).  FUEL-mLoc
(http://bioinfo.eie.polyu.edu.hk/FUEL-mLoc/) tool was
used to  determine  the  sub-cellular  locations  of  the
predicted expansins (36) keeping all the parameters
to default. We used the online tool SignalP 4.1 server
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP-4.1/)  for
signal  peptide  prediction  (37)  and  the  C,  S  and  Y
scores were used to predict the presence or absence
of signal peptides. 

Gene structure and motif analysis

The  genomic  and  coding  sequences  of  expansins
were  downloaded  from  the  TPIA  database.   The
online  tool,  GSDS  (Gene  Structure  Display  Server)
(http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn)  (38)  was used  to  predict
the exon-intron structures of the predicted expansins
by  setting  the  parameters  to  default.  Setting  the
maximum motif  width to 300 and motif  number to
10,  the  online  tool  MEME  (http:/meme.nbcr.net/
meme/intro.html)  (39)  was  used  to  find  out  the
conserved  motifs  in  the  expansin  protein
sequences.

Analysis  of  cis-acting  elements  in  tea  expansin
gene promoter region

The promoter regions (2000 bp sequence upstream of
the genomic DNA sequence) of the tea expansin genes
were  extracted  from  the  TPIA  database
(http://tpia.teaplant.org/),  and  they  were  analysed
using PlantCARE Database (http://bioinformatics.psb.
ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html/) to predict the  cis-
elements (40).

Sequence  alignment  and  phylogenetic  tree
construction

Twenty one  Arabidopsis expansin protein sequences
were  downloaded  from  the  TAIR  (The  Arabidopsis
Information  Resource)  database  (https://www.
arabidopsis.org/). A  phylogenetic  tree  of  tea
expansins  with  the  Arabidopsis expansin  proteins
was  constructed  using  the  MEGA-X  software  (41)
through the Maximum Likelihood method with 1000
bootstrap replicates setting the other parameters to
default.
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Estimation of synonymous and non-synonymous
substitution rates and calculation of Ka/Ks ratios
of  tea  expansins  with  their  orthologs  in
Arabidopsis

Extraction  of  the  orthologs  of  tea  expansins  in  the
Arabidopsis genome  from  the  Phytozome  database
(42) was followed by calculation of Ka and Ks values
for  each  pair  of  orthologous  genes  through  the
PAL2NAL  tool  (http://www.bork.embl.de/pal2nal/)
(43). By using the Ka/Ks ratios, selection pressure on
the orthologous gene pairs was analyzed. Using the
formula  Ks/(2×6.5×10-9)×106  (44),  we  calculated  the
divergence time of each expansin gene.

Gene  expression  profiling  of  the  predicted
expansin genes and construction of co-expression
network

Three  public  RNA-seq  datasets  with  NCBI  IDs
PRJNA596070  (drought  with  FA  treatment),
PRJNA539837  (drought  stress)  and  PRJNA297732
(drought  stress)  were  downloaded  from  Sequence
Read  Archive  database  of  NCBI
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra)  and  converted  to
fastq  format  by  SRA  toolkit  (https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK158900/). FastQC  program
(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/project
s/fastqc/)  was  used  for  quality  check  of  the  raw
sample  data.  We  performed  the  differential
expression analysis using HISAT2, StringTie (45) and
DESeq  tools  (46)  pipeline.  The  online  tool  ClustVis
was  used  to  generate  the  expression  heat  maps
(https://biit.cs.ut.ee/clustvis/)  (47).  For  building  the
gene co-expression network, we used the FPKM data
of  the  genes  in  all  samples  and  constructed  the
network with the help of Cytoscape 3.8 version (48).

Results

Genome-wide identification and characterization
of expansin genes in tea

In  order  to  identify  expansin  genes  in  the  tea
genome, a combination of BLAST searches using the
corresponding  sequences  from  Arabidopsis  thaliana
and  Oryza  sativa as  queries  and  the  HMMER  3.0
program  was used  to  predict  expansins  from  tea
genome.  A  total  of  40  protein  sequences  were
identified  as  putative  expansin  genes  in  C.  sinensis
after scanning for the conserved domains. All the 40
EXP genes of tea have both the conserved domains
DPBB and Pollen allergen domains. There are 29 tea
EXPs under the EXPA subfamily (Supplementary Fig.
1),  9  under  EXLA  and  2  under  EXPB  subfamilies.
None of the tea EXPs belonged to the EXLB subfamily.
The  identified  expansin  genes  encoded  proteins
ranged  from  195  (TEA008282)  to  800  (TEA005109)
amino  acids  (AA)  in  length  and  the  predicted
molecular  weights  (MWs)  ranged  from  20824.82  to
89950.99 Da. Isoelectric point (pI) values of most of
the members were above 7.0 while ten of them have
pI values below 7.0 (Table 1).

The  exon-intron  distribution  of  the  expansin
genes in tea was analysed  by the online GSDS (Gene
Structure Display Server) tool (Fig. 1). The lengths of
boxes and lines are scaled based on gene length.  It

was found that all the members had at least 3 exons.
The number of exons ranged from 3 to 13 in the 40
expansin genes in tea.

To estimate the divergence among the expansin
genes,  we  could  predict  different  conserved  motifs
and  their  distribution  pattern  among  the  genes.
Among these, motif 5 is the longest of 97 residues and
motifs 6 and 7 are shortest of 15 residues each. Motif
7  is  present  in  all  the  40  genes  except  three  i.e.
TEA020839, TEA020841 and TEA032954. The longest
motif  i.e.  motif  5 is  present only in four genes viz.
TEA033642,  TEA004336,  TEA022147  and  TEA010004
(Fig. 2). To investigate the sub-cellular location of the
putative expansins, we used FUEL-mLoc Server. The
analysis suggested that among the 40 EXP genes, 32
were  secreted  to  cell  wall  while  5  were  secreted
extra-cellularly,  2  to  cell  membrane  and  1  to
chloroplast (Table 1). Also, the presence and absence
of  signal  peptide  was  noted.  The  signal  peptide
prediction  showed  that  not  all  but  half  of  the
expansins contain signal peptides in their sequence
(as shown in Table 1).

Phylogenetic analysis of the predicted expansins

The deduced protein  sequences  were aligned using
CLUSTALW and a phylogenetic tree was constructed
by  the  MEGA-X  software  using  the  maximum
likelihood  method  with  1000  bootstrap  replicates
(Fig.  3).  It  produced  a  rooted  tree  that  does  not
assume  a  constant  rate  of  evolution  but  offers
superior  accuracy.  In  the  Fig.  3,  length  of  the
branches  represents  genetic  distance.  The  three
classes of tea expansins (EXPA, EXPB, EXLA) formed
three  separate  groups  that  have  made  them  easily
distinguishable  among  the  classes.  Two  EXPB
expansins  TEA008282  and  TEA002540  formed  the
smallest clade, nine EXLA expansins formed a larger
clade and rest 29 EXPA expansins formed the largest
group together (Fig. 3).

Calculation of divergence time and ratio of non-
synonymous to synonymous substitution rates of
tea expansins with their orthologs in Arabidopsis

The  ka/ks  ratio  is  calculated  as  the  ratio  of  the
number  of  non-synonymous  substitutions  per  non-
synonymous site (ka) to the number of synonymous
substitutions per synonymous site (ks). In our study,
ka/ks ratio of all the tea expansin genes were found
to be less than unity i.e., <1 which shows that natural
selection  is  suppressing  protein  changes.  In  other
way, we can say that all the 40 expansin gene pairs
are  under  purifying  selection.  The  average
divergence  time  of  the  expansin  genes  in  tea  was
found to be 0.7×103 million years ago (Supplementary
Table 2).

Analysis  of  cis-acting  elements  in  upstream
regions of tea expansin genes 

The  cis-acting elements  of  the  promoter  region
among the 40 expansin members were analysed and
the  results  are  tabulated  (Supplementary  Table  1).
The  results  revealed  that  the  cis-acting elements
present in the promoter region of the expansin genes
can  be  divided  into  26  categories.  Among  the  26
categories, light responsive  cis-acting elements were
present  in  all  the  genes.  Among all  the  categories,
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anaerobic  induction and abscisic  acid response are
some  of  the  most  abundantly  occurring  functions.
Some  other  important  functions  include  drought
inducibility,  low  temperature  response,  gibberellin-
responsive,  zein  metabolism  regulation,  auxin
response.  Presence of  drought  responsive  cis-acting
elements  in  40%  of  the  genes  is  in  line  with  the
hypothesis  that  expansins  might  have  roles  in
drought stress response in tea (33).

Differential in silico expression of expansin genes
in response to drought and co-expression network
analysis

Heat maps constructed to analyse expression profiles
of tea expansin genes in response to drought stress,
showed differential expression patterns of the genes.
Fig. 4a  shows  that  the  expression  level  of  genes
TEA020841,  TEA033642,  TEA010004,  TEA022147,
TEA021837,  TEA012391,  TEA031014,  TEA032954,
TEA000961,  TEA007366,  TEA008211,  TEA009532 and
TEA022767  were  highly  increased  in  response  to
severe  drought.  However,  with  fulvic  acid  (FA)

treatment,  the expression levels of these transcripts
got substantially reduced. This may suggest that these
genes have definite roles in severe drought response.
Gene TEA022584 showed a decrease in its expression
level  in  drought  treatments  coupled  with  FA
treatment, with relatively high expression in the mild
and severe drought treatments without FA treatment.
Expression of transcripts TEA008349 and TEA015188
were low in mild drought, mild drought with FA and
severe  drought  treatments,  but  their  expression
levels got elevated during the severe drought with FA
treatment.  Downregulation  in  expression  of
TEA003333  and  TEA015776  genes  were  noted  in
severe drought as compared to mild drought. Genes
TEA008282,  TEA013500,  TEA000787,  TEA024811 and
TEA013504  were  highly  expressed  during  mild
drought  treatment  as  compared  to  the  other
treatment  groups,  which  might  implicate  their
probable role in mild drought response rather than
severe drought.  TEA020841,  TEA021837,  TEA012839,
TEA024881  genes  showed  a  similar  kind  of
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Table 1. Physicochemical characterization of expansins in tea

Tea Ids Class Genome location Strand
Signal

Peptide
No. of

introns

No. of
amino
acids

Mol. Wt.
pI

value
Sub-cellular
localization

TEA020839 EXPA Scaffold1997:284458-308191 negative No 5 321 35057.5 6.39 Cell-wall
TEA020841 EXPA Scaffold1997:354255-359961 negative 1-26 4 358 38752.51 6.47 Cell-wall
TEA003333 EXPA Scaffold871:109810-119399 positive No 5 402 44418.69 9.61 Cell-wall
TEA016947 EXPA Scaffold1302:716830-721896 negative No 4 311 33052.23 8.75 Cell-wall
TEA008211 EXPA Scaffold712:1645440-1649200 negative 1-24 2 251 26673.93 6.91 Cell-wall
TEA002962 EXPA Scaffold912:236913-239839 positive No 2 247 26964.38 9.77 Cell-wall
TEA010311 EXPA Scaffold2408:1084516-1087638 positive 1-31 2 268 29523.17 9.08 Cell-wall
TEA001505 EXPA Scaffold558:4125342-4126434 positive 1-27 2 254 27515.97 8.42 Cell-wall
TEA002242 EXPA Scaffold1983:724808-727178 positive 1-17 2 240 26071.49 9.13 Cell-wall
TEA026647 EXPA Scaffold216:348230-351793 negative No 2 256 27663.39 8.56 Cell-wall
TEA013500 EXPA Scaffold980:117008-119742 positive No 2 279 30007.45 7.01 Cell-wall
TEA016522 EXPA Scaffold1761:2553417-2556221 positive 1-26 2 254 27152.28 6.78 Cell-wall
TEA027164 EXPA Scaffold3500:3224145-3226210 negative 1-26 2 253 27052.11 6.01 Cell-wall
TEA015776 EXPA Scaffold3826:900539-909810 positive No 11 564 62198.2 7.02 Cell-wall
TEA013504 EXPA Scaffold980:123067-124868 positive 1-25 2 252 27101.22 7.5 Cell-wall
TEA022767 EXPA Scaffold9600:98191-100202 positive 1-27 2 254 27194.45 8.12 Cell-wall
TEA031014 EXPA Scaffold605:1478140-1486823 positive No 2 215 23223.76 7.56 Cell-wall
TEA007366 EXPA Scaffold1345:557454-559926 positive No 3 259 27896.1 8.31 Cell-wall
TEA004163 EXPA Scaffold1522:831087-835799 positive 1-23 2 260 27836.63 9.26 Cell-wall
TEA013846 EXPA Scaffold2753:1598056-1601496 positive 1-21 2 258 27828.65 9.39 Cell-wall
TEA008349 EXPA Scaffold142:368598-379730 negative 1-14 9 785 88849.91 6.96 Cell-wall
TEA009532 EXPA Scaffold258:214264-217597 negative 1-23 2 260 28214.14 9.3 Cell-wall
TEA024881 EXPA Scaffold160:865524-871878 positive No 3 333 36302.48 8.75 Cell-wall
TEA015188 EXPA Scaffold1167:1176466-1179493 negative 1-29 2 286 32117.81 9.44 Cell-wall
TEA000787 EXPA Scaffold3620:559700-590230 negative No 7 472 53691.71 8.89 Cell-wall
TEA022584 EXPA Scaffold502:559143-585716 positive No 10 493 55171.06 7.56 Cell-wall
TEA026533 EXPA Scaffold5206:335908-341652 positive 1-25 4 415 45128.59 7.91 Cell-wall
TEA008282 EXPB Scaffold2348:1486653-1490744 positive No 2 195 20824.82 6.8 Cell-wall
TEA005109 EXPA Scaffold1857:3534737-3551250 negative 1-25 9 800 89950.99 9.2 Cell-wall
TEA014210 EXLA Scaffold2985:491364-497140 positive 1-24 4 251 27461.45 4.81 Extra-cellular
TEA002540 EXPB Scaffold393:1371897-1384376 negative 1-27 7 529 57503.27 8.48 Cell-wall
TEA021837 EXLA Scaffold1713:1646430-1649208 positive No 4 328 35948.26 8.78 Cell-membrane
TEA020837 EXPA Scaffold1997:272173-284059 negative No 2 231 25343.09 8.68 Cell-wall
TEA012391 EXLA Scaffold3880:131477-133774 positive 1-24 4 254 27542.69 4.52 Extra-cellular
TEA033642 EXLA Scaffold973:627240-628912 negative No 3 227 25102.61 8.02 Extra-cellular
TEA004336 EXLA Scaffold10551:46387-56896 negative No 12 601 65901.01 9.06 Chloroplast
TEA022147 EXLA Scaffold1552:1473827-1475891 negative 1-24 3 250 27545.21 7.42 Extra-cellular
TEA032954 EXLA Scaffold2938:990566-992945 negative 1-18 4 259 28074.14 8.43 Cell-membrane
TEA010004 EXLA Scaffold21350:198655-200274 positive 1-24 3 250 27440 5.2 Extra-cellular
TEA000961 EXLA Scaffold78:1180204-1187100 negative No 3 311 35734.05 9.01 Cell-wall



expression in both mild and severe drought with FA
treatment.

In a drought stress and re-watering experiment
(Fig. 4b),  the expression levels of genes TEA022584,
TEA033642,  TEA016947,  TEA026533,  TEA005109,
TEA021837,  TEA008282,  TEA015776,  TEA004336,
TEA013504,  TEA020837,  TEA008349,  TEA022147,
TEA022767,  TEA014210  and  TEA032954  were
noticeably  higher  in  response  to  drought  than  the
control  and  re-watering  treatment  conditions.
Drought  and  re-watering  treatments  considerably

reduced  the  gene  expression  levels  of  TEA008211,
TEA000787  and  TEA015188  in  the  treated  samples
than the untreated control. The expression of genes
TEA009532,  TEA002962,  TEA002242  and  TEA003333
got highly downregulated during the drought stress
condition, while re-watering treatment restored their
expression similar to untreated control. Re-watering
conditions  elevated  the  expression  levels  of
TEA013500,  TEA031014,  TEA007366,  TEA013846,
TEA027164, TEA016522, TEA000961, TEA010004 than
the control and drought treated plants
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Fig. 1. Exon-intron structures of the tea expansin genes. Boxes: exons; lines: introns. The lengths of boxes and lines are scaled based on
gene length.
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Fig. 2. MEME motif search results. Conserved motifs are indicated in coloured boxes.
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Fig. 3. Phylogenetic analysis of the expansin gene family in tea. The phylogenetic tree was constructed by MEGA-X software using the
maximum likelihood method with 1000 bootstrap replicates.
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Fig. 4a. Expression of expansin genes in mild drought (MD), severe drought (SD); mild drought with FA (MDWFA) and severe drought with
FA (SDWFA). The legend represents the logarithmic normalized FPKM. Dark red and dark blue boxes indicate highest and lowest

expression levels.

Fig. 4b. Expression of expansin genes in drought stress (DS), no stress (NG) and re-watering conditions (RW). The legend represents the
logarithmic normalized FPKM. Dark red and dark blue boxes indicate highest and lowest expression levels.



Another  drought  stress  experiment  (Fig.  4c)
shows  that  the  genes  TEA022767,  TEA020837,
TEA016522,  TEA008282  TEA008211,  TEA003333,
TEA007366 and TEA013500 exhibited high expression
levels  during water stress condition as compared to
the control. The expression of transcripts TEA033642,
TEA021837,  TEA013504,  TEA032954,  TEA008349,
TEA002962  and  TEA000787  was  strongly
downregulated  in  water-stressed  plants  than  the
control plants. 

Co-expression  network  analysis  showed  the
clustering  of  genes  in  three  distinct  groups.
TEA024881 interacts with TEA003333 and TEA000787
and forms a separate group with no edge connection
with the other two groups (Fig. 5). 

Discussion

Several studies help us to understand the involvement
of  expansins  in  acclimatizing  the  plants  to  drought
stress by modifying cell expansion (49, 50). Transgenic
plants overexpressing expansin genes showed drought
tolerant  phenotypes  and  relatively  lower  water
potential than the wild type plants (26). An increase in
reactive oxygen species (ROS) concentration in cells of
plants  is  a  common  phenomenon  in  plants
experiencing abiotic stress like drought. Accumulation
of ROS scavenging enzymes like superoxide dismutase
(SOD), peroxidase (POD),  catalase (CAT) etc. has been
reported in plants overexpressing expansin genes (18,
25).  The flowchart  (Fig.  6)  demonstrates  the  possible
ways as to how expansins  mitigate  drought stress in
plants. From the studies conducted on overexpression
of expansin genes in plants, it is evident that expansins
play considerable role in developing drought tolerance
in plants.   

Just like any other plant,  tea is also subjected to
several  abiotic  and biotic  stresses.  So,  tea  plant  uses
different  means  to  adapt  to  such  stresses.  Despite
expansin playing an impending role in enhancing plant
performance under unfavourable conditions, molecular
and functional characterization of the expansin genes
remains insufficient or unexplored in many species. To
date,  the expansin gene family has been investigated
and characterized in plant species such as  Arabidopsis
thaliana  L.,  Glycine max (L.) Merr.,  Nicotiana tabacum
L.,  Cucumis  sativus L.,  Saccharum  officinarum L.,
Triticum aestivum L., Solanum lycopersicum L., Ziziphus
jujuba Mill.,  Vitis vinifera L.,  Oryza sativa L.,  Zea mays
L., Citrullus lanatus (Thunb.) Matsum. & Nakai etc. (28-
34, 51-58). However, no systematic and thorough study
of the expansin gene family was carried out earlier in
tea. In  this  study,  identification  of  expansins,  its
superfamily  organization,  characterization  and
expression analysis in response to drought stress was
investigated.  Out  of  the  three  bioprojects  taken,
research works from two bioprojects related to drought
stress in tea have already been published (59, 60). Using
the transcriptomic data from all three bioprojects, we
have  explored  the  biological  role  of  expansin  genes
during drought stress in tea.

Our study identified 40 expansin genes in tea
genome containing two conserved domains double
psi-beta  barrel  (DPBB)  and  pollen  allergen
domains,  characteristic  of  other  expansins
identified  to  date.  Half  of  the  numbers  of  the
putative  expansin  genes  comprise  the  signal
peptide.  In  addition,  as  observed  by  FUEL-mLoc
analysis,  the  majority  of  the  tea  expansins  were
secreted to the cell wall. Analysis of gene structure
showed  that  45%  of  the  tea  expansins  had  no
introns  in  their  gene  structure,  whereas  all  the
other tea expansins had at least one intron.
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Fig. 4c. Expression of expansin genes in water stress (WS) and no treatment (NT) conditions. The legend represents the logarithmic
normalized FPKM. Dark red and dark blue boxes indicate highest and lowest expression levels.
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Fig. 5. Co-expression network of expansin genes with themselves involved drought stress responses using absolute PCC ≤ 0.9. Nodes
represent genes, edges represent correlations. Straight edges represent positive correlation while edge bends represent negative

correlation.

Fig. 6. A flowchart demonstrating the possible role of expansins in mitigating drought tolerance in earlier studied plants.



In tea, out of the 40 expansins, alpha-expansins
(EXPA)  were  dominant  or  in  abundance  than  the
other  expansin  categories  in  line  with  the  earlier
studies  already mentioned above (20,  28,  30-32,  34,
51-58).  Tea plant lacks EXLB expansins but at least
one EXLB expansin is present in other plant species
studied till date except for that of sugarcane (53) and
wheat (56). 

To  understand  the  regulation  of  tea  expansin
expression,  we  used  the  PlantCARE  program  to
analyze  cis-acting elements  in  all  tea  expansin
promoter  regions.  Three  classes  of  cis-acting
elements  viz.,  light  responsive  elements,  core
promoter element around -30 transcription start site
and a promoter and enhancer region are present in
all the 40 tea expansins. Plants are affected by both
abiotic and some biotic factors which can impact the
expression of  expansin genes.  This  ultimately  leads
the  genes to involve  in some defensive or adaptive
responses. Several  cis-acting elements responsive to
different  functional  categories  have  been  found  to
occur  in  the  gene  upstream  regions  of  expansins.
Presence of drought responsive cis-acting elements in
40% of the identified expansins in tea demonstrates
the  potential  involvement  of  expansins  in  drought
stress  response.  As  seen  in  Fig.  4b,  16  expansins
showed  high  levels  of  expression  in  drought
conditions and subsequent re-watering of the plants
restored  the  expression  of  the  genes.  This  finding
suggests  the  involvement  of  expansins  in  drought
stress  response  in  tea.  Analysis  of  the  presence  of
these  cis-acting elements  shows  that  they  are  vital
components of genetic regulatory elements in the tea
genome. 

Differential gene expression analysis showed that
although 8 out of 9 EXLA expansins got upregulated
during  severe  drought  stress  in  one  of  the  public
datasets  (Fig.  4a),  the  overall  differential  expression
pattern of the genes is not class specific. TEA022767
was observed to be highly upregulated during drought
stress conditions in all the datasets analysed, while re-
watering treatment restored its expression to normal
(Fig. 4b). Here, it may be concluded that TEA022767
belonging to EXPA subfamily is an important gene for
drought stress response in tea.

Conclusion

In this study, we performed a genome-wide analysis
of  the  expansin  family  in  tea  and  also  carried  out
expression analysis using publicly available drought
stress data.  The finding of this study will provide a
piece of first-hand information on tea expansin genes
in relation to drought stress. Further investigation is
required to identify the exact factors responsible for
regulating  the  expression  of  drought  induced
expansins in tea. Future studies involving functional
genomics analysis will further aid in understanding
the biological roles of expansins in the tea plant.
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